MIDDLE RIGHT: SPIFF SALON - NEW YORK, NY | BOT TOM RIGHT: TRILOGY SALON - INDIANAPOLIS, IN

Our mission is to help people fulfill
their wish to remain beautiful and
healthy by providing superior
products and services.
It’s the common pursuit of beauty and health that unites

With an eye towards the future, we continue to advance in all

people of all countries, generations and eras. And while

areas by maximizing the potential of technology, expanding

we have provided products and services to the world for

our capabilities and creating value for our customers through

countless years, the role we all share continues to be a

new products and enhanced services. The tremendous value

steadfast reminder of the love and responsibility that first

placed on our customers is unwavering and remains as both

sparked our passion.

a priority and tribute to our success.

We strive for innovation and improvement. The shifting-tides

With a diverse culture of resources, we embark on a journey

of digitalization and globalization drew waves of change:

to improve ourselves – and the world – for years to come.

change in the way we live, change in corporate management,
and change in society. With this change, we expect society to
look towards our industry for answers to growing needs in the
beauty and health fields.

CRAFTSMANSHIP
Simply stated, it’s all about the time – the time invested with

Our fine-tuned process provides our customers with the

sourcing superior quality materials, the time we have devoted

next-level products and services you’ve come to expect from

to our Takara Belmont 16-point quality inspection, and the

Takara Belmont. Our production advancements include laser-

time we have added for hand-crafted quality production. As

guided upholstery cutting to decrease material fraying and

advanced traditionalists, our products have been refined by

increase product longevity, 960° thermo press technology

generations of experience and an ever-lasting commitment

to ensure long-lasting impressions and carefully calibrated

to our customers and the health and beauty industries.

pneumatic tools for pinpoint accuracy from the bolts up.

SHOWROOMS & OFFICES
Today, salon and spa customers are looking for more than

Whether your project is large or small, we provide you with

just the basics. As a beauty professional, you want to provide

the assistance you need to create what you’ve always wanted.

them with the amenities that they have come to expect. Our

You can be confident that you’re dealing with the industry’s

sales and design team at Takara Belmont can help you create

leader in innovation, quality, and breadth of options. You will

an environment that will attract customers and make your

know that everything you install in your salon is manufactured

business successful.

to exacting standards and built to last a lifetime.

US HEADQUARTERS
101 Belmont Drive
Somerset, NJ 08873
www.TakaraBelmont.com
732.469.5000 | 800.526.3847

NEW JERSEY & PENNSYLVANIA
101 Belmont Drive
Somerset, NJ 08873
njpa@takarabelmont.com
877.283.1289 | 732.283.1687

NEW YORK
17 West 56th Street
New York, NY 10019
newyork@takarabelmont.com
215.541.6660 | 212.315.4598

CENTRAL MIDWEST
1631 Dr. Martin Luther King Dr.
St. Louis, MO 63106
centralmidwest@takarabelmont.com
800.325.7373 | 314.436.1039

SOUTHEAST
4166 Sinclair Street
Denver, NC 28037
southeast@takarabelmont.com
888.492.7292

WEST COAST
1350 Reynolds Ave., Ste. 122
Irvine, CA 92614
westcoast@takarabelmont.com
949.916.3404 | 949.916.3414

SOUTHWEST
2015 Midway Road, Ste. 112
Carrollton, TX 75006
southwest@takarabelmont.com
800.478.6368 | 972.242.1985

NORTH MIDWEST
3010-D Woodcreek Drive
Downers Grove, IL 60515
norhtmidwest@takarabelmont.com
732.469.5000 | 800.526.3847

MID-ATLANTIC
4200 Forbes Blvd., Ste. 105
Lanham, MD 20706
midatlantic@takarabelmont.com
301.577.0212

NEW ENGLAND
Boston, MA
newengland@takarabelmont.com
800.283.3222 | 781.551.0423

NAGI STYLING CHAIR
ST-M70

Your guests will feel enveloped in the ergonomically sound Nagi chair. Surrounded by
comfort in curved arm and back rests, this cushioned chair also provides lumbar support,
easing lower back tension from a variety of positions. With so much relaxing movement, the
Nagi becomes even more versatile, allowing for customers to sit longer and for a variety of
services, meaning greater menu expansion for stylists and salon owners.

NAMI STYLING CHAIR
ST-M60

A sister to our Nagi chair, the Nami provides the same incredible comfort with a more robust
design. Guests will glide into a variety of positions with ease as the ergonomic design
blankets them in luxury. Both stylists and their customers can enjoy longer lasting, fuller
services with this all-purpose, multi-functional chair.

LE POSH - LOS ANGELES, CA

VIRTUS CHAIR

NOVO CHAIR

BELLUS CHAIR

Ease into your next appointment with the

Boasting an open frame and vivacious curves,

The Bellus chair brings efficiency and luxury

Virtus styling chair. Wearing a square shape

the Novo brings completes the Americana

to your salon in one sleek design. Its plush

with rounded edges, this styling chair creates

series as it’s most modern effort. Enjoy a step

materials perform with a body contouring

comfort for everyone – including the stylist.

up from the competition with a sophisticated

design and comfortable sweetheart back

Also available as a shampoo unit.

airy frame. Also available as a shampoo unit.

rest. Also available as a shampoo unit.

ST-N20 / BW-U16

ST-U20 / BW-U26

ST-U30 / BW-U36

ROLLERBALL-F PROCESSOR
RB-47A / RB-42S

A sophisticated, restyled successor to the original, the Rollerball F brings new possibilities
in hair design. As one of the most effective processors on the market, the Roller Ball F
brings speed, power, and convenience in both wall-mount and mobile styles. A rotating
ring with focused heat helps color and chemical treatments penetrate deeper and faster,
delivering enhanced results that last. Explore the variety of colors available today.

MICROMIST PROCESSOR
SD-200NW

The Micro Mist treats damaged hair more effectively than other steamers by using
ultrasonic vibrations to emit an enormous quantity of microscopic water particles that
permeate deep into hair follicles. This creates a sensation for the customer that is often
referred to as smooth and relaxing, while at the same time provides effective treatment for
hair that is damaged by perms and coloring.

SOTO SALON ON THE OHIO - CINCINNATI, OH

COVE CHAIR

KNOLL CHAIR

CAPE CHAIR

A unique “tuck” design feature creates a

Seen in award-winning salons, the Sara is

With its rounded, spherical shape and

striking image from any vantage point.

comfortable and stylish at a great price. The

slim, enveloping arms, the cape chair has

Sporting a rounded back, with its slow, inside

styling chair matches the Sara Shampoo Unit

a distinct shape and two tone aesthetic as

curves, customers are wrapped in comfort

for a complete look. The graceful silhouette

well as incredible comfort. Its unique shape

and security.

of the body and uniquely shaped, sleek

makes it maneuverability and accessibility

aluminum armrests make this trend-setter a

easy for stylists, too.

ST-N40

ST-N50

ST-N60

must-have for your salon!.

SALON BISOUX - ALEXANDRIA, VA

PRIME CHAIR

RS ELITE CHAIR

LUXIS CHAIR

The Prime features a stunning design,

Vivacious curves, definitive character and

The Luxis offers the best of both worlds –

superior comfort and all around quality. The

a sleek style – the RS Elite Shampoo Unit

comfort and functionality – wrapping clients

tapered seat cushions provide leg pressure

redefines luxury. It features a full-body design

in four panels of luxury and features a

relief and allows clients to fully relax their

coupled with an ultra-deep bowl and gel

semi-open back and sides for easy cleaning.

bodies. Coupled with a spaced back-rest

neck rest to lull clients into a relaxing Shiatsu

Aesthetically sound, the distinctive soft

and open arms, it makes clean up between

Shampoo Service.

edged shape of the Luxis is key to timeless

ST-N80 / SH-610

sessions a breeze. Also available as a

SH-620

ST-N90 / SH-630

style. Also available as a shampoo unit.

shampoo unit.
SALON SPA W - DES MOINES, IA

LIBRA STYLING CHAIR
ST-N50 / LIBERTY - SH-500

LIBRA Competitively priced, the Libra is fast becoming an icon of timeless salon design.
With elements of modern style and a classical structure, this beauty will last well into the
future. The design features a wide seat and backrest for maximum comfort. Clients will
be able to comfortably settle into the spacious Libra and enjoy your salon services.
Also available as a shampoo unit called Liberty.

ODIN STYLING CHAIR
ST-E10 / SH-640

Stylish lines with four inches of foam in the seat and a comfortable nineteen and a half
inches of width. The look of aluminum arms with the comfort of a black arm cap exemplifies
a luxurious look with a moderate price. Armrests can be upholstered to match the fabric of
the chair. Also available as a shampoo unit.

RIGHT : W SALON & SPA - FL | LEFT : CUT HAIRDRESSING - CA

FACET CHAIR

EMERALD CHAIR

A S I S TA T R AY I I

Add some style to the standard sofa styling

Mixing a modern style with the comfort

The Asista Tray II attaches to a variety of

chair with the Facet. Featuring a delicate-

of your living room armchair, the Emerald

Takara Belmont styling chairs and provides

petal like design, the Facet shows that

is a great choice for your salon. Designed

a complete swivel from left to right. Made

feminine shape doesn’t mean sacrificing

through the use of ergonomic technology, the

from high-corrosion-resistant stainless steel,

luxurious comfort.

Emerald will wow your clients with its comfort

the add-on is excellent for working with hot

and support.

tools and cosmetics.

ST-N20

ST-N10

SR-AS21LD

RICHE CHAIR

RICHE STOOL

RICHE WAGON

Riche was developed by Takara Belmont

Over 60% of cosmeticians fight back pain.

The Riche wagon boasts a smooth, 360

using knowledge from not only the salon

That’s why the ergonomically sound design of

degree rotating top and adjustable height.

industry but also medical areas such as

the Riche stool is so important. Not only does

Keep you focus on your guest instead of

ophthalmology. A series of products made

it provide lumbar support and long-lasting

constantly shifting for your tools. Working

especially for eyelash extension services,

foam padding for long-term comfort, but it’s

in perfect tandem with the Riche chair, this

Riche brings advances in safety, comfort,

height adjustable and stable, letting you set

high quality wagon is a trusted companion

and usability.

the perfect sightline and keeping it in place.

that ensures safe and simple procedures.

AY-EL141ES9

AY-ELS-ES9

SR-WA141

S TA C K S N WA G O N

D WAGON TYPE A2

ARGENTO STOOL

The pursuit of a tidy space has never been

The Type A2W D Wagon is constructed from

Argento Cutting Stool with aluminum finish

so easy with the Stacks n Wagon. A chrome

a highly durable aluminum material. With a

only, air assisted height adjustment on silver

finish, two stainless steel foldable trays,

sleek style and a timeless appeal, the wagon

5-star base and dark casters.

detachable walking handle and four black

features a brushed metal finish along with a

double casters, brings style, versatility

matching lower basket to hold an assortment

and mobility to the accessory arena.

of tools. Smoky-grey plastic trays, smooth

SR-STSKN

TYPE A2W

gliding casters, and a distinct wooden handle
makes this impeccable accessory a true
statement piece for your space.

CS-050

YUME

YUME ESPOIR

YUME IXI

Turn your shampoo service area into a multi-

Your customer can relax in a lounge-

Now customers can experience the first-

functional space with the Yume Shampoo

like chair while their head is supported

class comfort of lying back in a chair that

Unit and create new income possibilities for

ergonomically and comfortably with the

gently envelops the body. The Yume IXI

your salon. With the adjustable height of the

adjustable dual-axis gel head cushions that

also features a space-saving footprint that

shampoo unit, your technician can stand

reduce pressure on the neck. The extra-

ensures an easy fit in salons of all sizes

and shampoo or remain seated to perform

wide shampoo basin also provides the

and a stylist-friendly design that facilitates

extended spa sessions and hair treatments.

flexibility for an array of different service

the shampoo process. The result is a new

options.

concept in shampoo service that will delight

SH-YML

SH-YMESMBT11

ST-YMIXL

customers and salons alike.

YUME STOOL
MS-YMS

Take shampoo services to the next level with an operator-conscious seating solution – the
Yume Stool. Ergonomically designed to reduce strain placed on high-pressure areas, the
stool is the key to a consistently comfortable experience; and it’s also equipped with an airassisted height adjustment, tilt-able seat, fixed base, and flexible stem system for optimal
operator comfort.

SPA MIST II PROCESSOR
SD-160

Vibrant colors, lasting curls, and stronger wave length – the Spa Mist II enhances salon
treatments by generating a fine mist of microscopic water particles. It gently opens up the hair’s
cuticle layer for deep conditioning of the hair, scalp and allows for an added hand spa treatment.

LEGEND

LEGACY

MAJOLICA

The Legend Barber Chair sets new

Turn heads with the clean lines and shiny

With a versatile, classic aesthetic, the

standards for barber chair technology with

chrome of a true classic – and look towards

Majolica matches nearly any work station

its robust body style, sophisticated design,

the future – with the Koken Legacy Chair.

without sacrificing Takara Belmont’s

superior comfort, and emphasis on operator

This well-crafted chair unites a traditional

signature craftsmanship. Ready to match the

efficiency.

barbershop look-and-feel with the comforts

personality of any salon or shop.

BB-LGS

BB-090

MCC-1800

of modern technology.

LEFT : HOUNDS BARBER SHOP - MA | TOP : PRIVATE BARBER - JP

225 CLASSIC

225 ELITE WHITE

225 ELITE BLACK

Nothing says “main street barber” like a

The Elegance Elite White cuts no corners

The Elegance Elite Black has a modern look

barber chair from the Elegance 225 Series.

and promises decades of service to a

with black on black with just the right accent

The original Elegance was released in 1961

contemporary generation of fine men’s

with the white piping. The series combines

and remains a leading workhorse in shops

grooming. The Elite White has a white base,

contoured upholstery, supportive urethane

around the world. With the 225 Classic you

powder coated white frame and footrest with

cushions and high gauge springs for just the

get a silver base, silver frame and footrest

a stylish white upholstery with black piping to

right amount of support and durability.

with the upholstery color of your choice.

finalize that clean look.

BB-225 HR

BB-225W HR

BB-225B HR

THOMAS WILLIAM - UK

CLIPPER

DAINTY

SPORTSMAN

The motorbike inspired design creates a

Strikingly attractive and a versatile long-

Uniquely styled, arrestingly fit and intently

dignified and wide impression. The Clipper

term partner, the Dainty chair is a firm and

versatile team player, the Sportsman will

has a wider seat, longer backrest and longer

comfortable barber chair that brings forth

make you feel right at home with its unique

leg approach which offers comfortable

a classic appeal. The Dainty is a firm yet

look. Resembling a familiar sport car seat

seating for various customers.

comfortable barber chair that still keeps the

this chair is great for short and long term

classic look.

services.

BB-CLPLB008S

BB-405

BB-141

ALEXANDER - UK

Elevate your space to the next level with shampoo service solutions that bring refined comfort
and a sophisticated sense of style. The Lusso and Tessoro backwash units offer spacious
seating, a modern look, and a supportive experience. With features including premium piping
accents, wide armrests, plush cushions, a lumbar pillow and a luxurious gel neck rest, these
units offer a one-of-a-kind experience.

LUSSO SHAMPOO UNIT
BW-U46

TESSORO SHAMPOO UNIT
BW-U56

OPULENT DAY SPA - BAKERSFIELD, CA

BOSSA NOVA

CARUSO

SARA

To do something with “Bossa” is to do it with

Superior comfort and stunning design makes

Seen in award-winning salons designs, the

charm and natural flair. With simple, clean

the Caruso chair a perennial favorite. With

Sara styling chair brings comfort and a sense

lines and a geometric-inspired look, the

smooth edges, sensual curves, extra thick

of style to the table. Ergonomic curves in

Bossa Nova is modern classic that makes a

foam cushions, and a firm lateral support, the

both the backrest and seat enhances the

fashionable statement in styling chair design.

styling chair features an ergonomic aesthetic

comfort level for your clients. With elegant

that keeps both client and stylist in mind.

aluminum armrests, paired with a floating

BMST-100

ST-M80

ST-790

backrest that serves a dual purpose in both
form and function, this easy-to-clean chair is
a must have for your salon.
BLOOM SALON - MORRISTOWN, NJ

FOOTREST OPTIONS
217 FOOTREST

317 FOOTREST

EURO STYLE

Polished chrome

Polished chrome

Polished chrome

finish, U-shaped style

finish, U-shaped style

finish, T-shaped style,

footrest with a straight

footrest with a slightly

footrest platform with

linear design.

curved linear design.

Raised Features.

G90 FOOTREST

KITA FOOTREST

KAZE STYLE

Polished aluminum

Brushed aluminum

Floor Step Black

finish, T-shaped style,

finish, T-shaped

Molded Rubber

dual-channel platform

style, brushed metal

Footrest

with takara logo

platform with raised

features.

features.

BASE OPTIONS
B1A BASE

FCS BASE

B5C BASE

Takara Belmont’s

The FCS base looks

Heavy-duty B5C

standard and our best

slight but is a durable

hydraulic base in

selling hydraulic base

choice in beautiful

brushed chrome.

in bright chrome.

bright chrome.

FMB BASE

Y6C BASE

Y6L BASE

Clean-up is easy

To complete the

To complete the

around the FMB floor-

polished look of

polished look of

mounted hydraulic

your designer chairs,

your designer chairs,

base, available in

choose the chrome

choose the chrome

chrome.

Y6C or its shorter

Y6L or its taller version,

version, the Y6L.

the Y6C.

BARBER CHAIR BASES

RECOMMENDED FOR STYLING
C H A I R S O N LY .
T7B

CLASSIC E BASE

K25 BASE

Heavy-duty BS-BCE

Heavy-duty BS-K25

Legendary for its

hydraulic base in

hydraulic base in

durability and range

brushed chrome.

brushed chrome.

of height, the electric

Available in white,

Available in white,

base T7B is available

silver or black.

silver, or black.

in black.

THE MARK OF CRAFTSMANSHIP

